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Many challenges regarding
sustainability and health involve food

and nutrition  



Our vision: Sustainable-produced food with health
benefits is the consumers’ preferred choice
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Sweden needs more innovative power
in the food sector to meet these
challenges and to become more
competitive



Not so long ago….
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The challenge PAN SWEDEN meets

The different protein uptake and 
fermentation considerably affects health

Modification of plant-based proteins affects 
texture and taste.

Animal 
protein
Plant-based

protein
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How does PAN Sweden meet this
challenge?

Our conceptual design 
integrates food, nutritional
and social sciences

Development and application
of the toolbox enables a mix 
of pre- and competitive
research



WP1: Protein characteristics

CTH    WP2: Biomolecular signatures in a 
precicon

precision nutrition perspective

WP3: Consumer perception and 
behaviour

WP4: Dedicated food intervention 
studies

WP5: Gastronomic test environments

How does PAN Sweden meet this
challenge?





Achievements so far

• Progress in the WP’s
• Recruitment of talented staff
• Positioning (inter)nationally /SFA

• Precision Nutrition Innovation Arena (PNI)
• Several external funding grants submitted

and obtained
• Multiple questions/proposals from non-

partners

Current PAN Sweden partners
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PAN Sweden will contribute to the sustainability
and competetiveness of the Swedish food
system and addresses challanges of the Agenda 
2030

PAN SWEDEN


